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effect increased as the square of the length of a cable. If
the retardation in a cable one hundred miles long were
one-tenth of a second, then that in two thousand miles of
the same sort of cable would be four hundred times as
great, or forty seconds. Any system of signalling that
depended on the observation of the crest of a wave could
at the best send only one sign in forty seconds. As a
single letter had to be represented by perhaps two or three
signs, the delay destroyed the practical value of the cable.
The proprietors could not earn profits if the transmission
of one telegram was to occupy the cable for the whole of one
day. Evidently the retardation could be reduced by
reducing the resistance and the capacity, by increasing the
thickness and purity of the copper wire, and increasing the
thickness of the gutta-percha insulating material. In
1856 the promoters of the Atlantic cable enterprise decided
they were ready to start construction. J, Brett, Charles
Bright, Cyrus Field and O. E. W. Whitehouse formed
a company with a capital of ^350,000. The directors were
elected by the vote of shareholders, and were to receive no
remuneration until the shareholders had been paid a dividend
of ten per cent. The Scottish shareholders nominated
Thomson as a director. The board appointed Bright as
chief engineer, Whitehouse as electrician and Field as
manager.
Thomson's status was the same as that of the other
directors. He had no authority over Bright, Whitehouse
and Field in technical questions. They were at liberty to
accept or decline his informal technical advice. In the
early years of his interest in cables Thomson received very
little money in spite of immense labour, and had the
mortification of being almost unable to prevent Whitehouse
from erroneous procedure through ignorance of electrical
theory. When the company officially started construction
it found that the preliminary committee had already sent
specifications for the cable to contractors, and, to save time,
had ordered manufacture to begin. Bright and Thomson
found that the dimensions of the cable were much smaller
theory would have recommended, but the contract

